Topic for today: From tactical to
strategic – the journey of a PMO
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Stakeholder Feedback
Stakeholder feedback indicated the need for a new approach/ model that:
 Is more responsive to the unique business unit needs
 Increases the business unit’s control of cost
 Is more flexible to accommodate unique business unit needs

 Enables the upskilling of business staff to deliver smaller projects
 Applies rigour that is aligned to the size and complexity of projects
 Enables effective resource capacity management

 Delivery of more projects through to completion and in shorter delivery
times
 Measures the overall contribution to the bottom line of the organisation

 Provide management oversight and assurance
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Lessons Learned
 Variety of stakeholders within the organisation with varying
perceptions as to what the PMO structure can do to help or
hurt their goals.
 It won’t matter how well the PMO runs if nobody is interested
in using its services or participating in it processes.
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Understanding PPM
What is Project Portfolio Management?
Project Portfolio Management is the concept of focusing on
the selection and management of a set of projects to
meet specific strategic objectives
Are we
investing in
the right
things?
Are we
realising
the
promised
benefits?

How well
are we
executing?

Successful
PPM

Are we
optimising
our
capacity?

Can we
absorb all
the
changes?
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Understanding PPM
The Portfolio Management Office

The Portfolio Management Office’s influence extend beyond the project life cycle

Strategy
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Strategy
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Project life cycle
Portfolio Management Office
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Understanding the Strategic Framework
The Strategic Hierarchy
Starting at the highest level of the enterprise, the strategic framework is developed at every
level of the organisation through a cascading process, making sure that there is alignment up
and down and across the entire enterprise

Alignment
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Understanding the Strategic Framework
Strategy Execution through Portfolios of Projects
Strategy Translation

Strategic
Framework

(top-down)

Strategic Goal
1
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Strategic Goal
2

Objective 2.1
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Strategic Goal
3

Objective 3.1

Objective 3.2

Linkages
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Project C
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Programme B

Existing initiative optimisation

Portfolio

(bottom-up)
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Example of strategic goals/objectives and corresponding
project goals and objectives
Strategic Goal(s):
 Future net revenue growth through diversification
 Low cost operating model through operational excellence
Strategic Objective(s):
 Increase net profit by 15% each year over the next three years through diversified products,
channels and services
 Reduce operating expenditure by 10% over the next three years

Project Goal: Launch unsecured products within Retail in FY13 to generate a positive cash flow
with acceptable returns on investment and reduce operating cost
Project Objectives:
 Configure and implement the new IT platform within a budget of RXXm by October 2012
 Develop a new financial services product and implement it with the existing product by
October 2012 within a budget of RYYm to generate an increase in sales revenue of 15% within
the first year post implementation
 Migrate existing accounts off the legacy credit systems and terminate the systems within 6
months post go-live to reduce IT cost by 9% in the first 6 months post implementation
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Example of strategic goals/objectives and corresponding
project goals and objectives
Strategic Goal: Reduce operating cost
Strategic Objective: Reduce operating cost by 10% each year
over the next three years
Project Goal: Optimise the current technology platform and
terminate legacy system to reduce operating costs
Project Objective: Implement ERP solution in the Retail
Division by April 2013, within a budget of RXXm, and
terminate the legacy system to reduce operating cost by 5%
each year over the next three years
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Stage 1: Develop Inventory of Projects
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Stage 1: Lessons Learned
 Source and list all project work (large projects, BAU initiatives/
maintenance work)
 Don’t assume everyone has the same definition in mind
 Articulate the definition of a project that suites the organisation
 Clearly define classification and/or categorisation criteria, if
required
 Start simple - list projects on an “Excel” spread sheet and add
columns as you collect more information
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Stage 2: Establish Portfolio Governance
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Stage 2: Establish Portfolio Governance

Are our project success
rates and investment
returns in line with our
expectations?

Do the projects
reflect and
support our
business strategy?
Is the total economic
value of our portfolio
of projects higher than
our investment in it?

Have all projects been
justified on solid
business criteria? If so,
are they still justified?
How quickly would we
be able to deliver if we
had a bigger budget and
more staff?

Which projects will
give us the highest
return? Which have
the highest risk?
What is the
compound risk that
we are taking across
all these projects?

What is the number
one project in the
organisation?

What is the impact and
what levers do we have
if these projects don’t
go according to plan?

Are there enough
resources with the
right skills to get all
the projects done?
Do we know what the
status is of our highpriority ‘must do’
projects?

Do we know what the
impact of the projects
will be on businessas-usual?
How do we ensure that
what our projects
deliver is regulatorycompliant?
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Stage 2: Lessons Learned
 The executive chairing the Portfolio Governance Committee must
be passionate about PPM

 Obtain stakeholder consensus prior to the first meeting
 Ensure clear understanding of the role of the committee

 Focus discussions/decisions on strategic issues
 Obtain agreement on key principles:
• Definition of a project
• Classification and/or categorisation criteria
• Portfolio reporting standards
• Business case principle and initiation process
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Stage 3: Implement Portfolio Reporting
Standards
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Stage 3: Lessons Learned
 Start simple – Excel spread sheet
 Provide clear definitions – health indicators, RAG status

 Put actions in place where information is not available
 Gradually build on and add to the reporting template as maturity
increases – make the link to strategy
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Stage 4: Introduce Portfolio Prioritisation
 In this stage, the Governance Committee members starts
prioritising active projects
 Not all projects may have a formal business case document
 Prioritisation is based on the individual’s knowledge of the business
and the value of the projects

 There may not be a lot of value to the business to prioritise
however, it is of immense value to Service Centres as they serve
multiple business units – get them on your side
 Prioritisation makes it easier for the Service Centres to allocate
resources appropriately – removing guess work and politics
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Stage 4: Lessons Learned
 Forced Ranking is an appropriate method to start with. A group of executives independently
ranks all the projects under consideration giving them numerical values 1, 2, 3 and so on
starting from the most attractive one.
On each project, the rankings from each member of the group are summed up and the projects
are re-ranked (lowest score attracts highest ranking)
Project

AB

CD

EF

GH

JK

Total Score

Rank

Project A

6

8

4

9

8

35

7

Project B

1

2

7

4

6

20

4

Project C

9

10

8

7

5

39

8

Project D

4

6

2

5

4

21

5

Project E

8

7

9

8

10

42

9

Project F

3

1

5

2

2

13

2

Project G

5

3

1

3

3

15

3

Project H

2

4

3

1

1

11

1

Project I

7

5

6

6

7

31

6

Project J

10

9

10

10

9

48
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 Services Centres play a critical role in maturing the PPM process by not allocating their
resources to projects unless it is registered and prioritised
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Stage 5: Implement a formal PPM
Process and the Business Case Discipline
Four key decision points:
1. The first point is where a decision is made if we should even
pursue an idea and build a business case and project plan. If so,
the initiative is added to the pipeline.
2. The second point is where a decision is made if the project should
be authorised to move into the active portfolio.
3. The third decision is where a decision is made to give the project
either a go/no-go or wait decision
4. The final decision point is where the project is finished, can be
handed over to business and closed–out in order to reap the
benefits
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Stage 5: Implement a formal PPM
Process and the Business Case Discipline
Ideas being generated
1. Identify opportunity and
table high-level idea

1st Level
Assessment:
Strategic Ye
Alignment
s
Move into project pipeline

Move into

1st Portfolio Gate

Yes
2. Understand
customer behaviour &
experience

3. Understand
technology &
competitive trends

2nd Level
Assessment:
OwnYe
Merit
s

Mandate
given to
proceed?

Initiation Gate

Yes
2nd Portfolio Gate
6. Rank order,
prioritise and assess
resource capacity

5. Understand total
investment and resources
required for all initiatives

prioritisation queue

Highest
Priority
and
capacity
exist?

Yes

3rd

Level
Assessment:
Relative Merit
Ye
s
Move into active portfolio

Is there
merit to
proceed
?

4. Develop
Financial Model &
estimate effort

4th Portfolio Gate
7. Design and Develop
Solution

Are we
ready to
go?

Is the
solution
stable?

7. Successfully
implement solution

3rd Portfolio Gate
8. Measure success
and realise value
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Realise the Value
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Stage 5: Lessons Learned
 Establish proper governance of investment decisions across
classifications/categories
 Align the amount of detail that goes into the business case with
the classification/category of project
 Work closely with Finance to define and set guidelines for funding
and monitoring project budgets

 It is a maturing process and takes time to build the discipline
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Stage 6: Implement Benefits Realisation
The regular update of business benefits occurs with the corresponding increase in clarity and detail
of the solution throughout the project stages.

Stage

Stage

Stage

Stage

Business Case

Business Case

Business Case

Business Case

Benefits
Realisation Plan

Benefits
Realisation Plan

Benefits
Realisation Plan

Benefits
Realisation Plan

Benefits
Realisation

• Benefits Realisation is not a project stage and unfolds after the project has been closed out and
handed over to business
• The responsibility of tracking benefits post implementation is the responsibility of the benefits
owner and manager and should be included in performance contracts
• Group Strategic Projects monitor and report on primary project benefits for a period of up to 1
year after the closeout of a project.
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Stage 6: Lessons Learned
 Clarify and obtain buy-in to the role of benefits owner, manager
and the SPO
 Formally agree benefits with the benefits owners and managers
by including it in divisional and individual performance targets.
 Establish proper governance – reporting standards, committee
 Use Finance to assist with benefits validation and to avoid double
counting
 Allocate large funding incrementally and link continued funding to
the latest benefits forecast at specific decision gates

 Where possible, “book” benefits early by cutting budgets and
headcount limits.
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What is the mandate of the
Strategic Project Office?
Why?
What?

The Executive Committee has finalised its 5 year strategy and have identified a number of strategic
programmes and projects required to successfully deliver on its strategy
The Executive Committee has therefore decided that a SPO should be established to oversee,
direct, serve and provide focus on all programmes and projects across all the organisation’s
Operating Divisions
The SPO will be required to:
• Provide a single, consolidated view of all projects
• Provide centralised tracking and reporting on delivery
• Facilitate portfolio selection, prioritisation and optimisation
• Recruit/select and provide support to programme and project managers
• Train, mentor and coach programme and project managers
• Set-up temporary programme and project offices where required
• Serve as Centre of Excellence providing methodologies, standards, templates and tools
• Provide integrated governance across programmes and projects for rapid decision making
• Perform health checks on programmes and projects as and when requested by Exco

Who?

The SPO is very important to the organisation and will play a vital role in the successful delivery of
our strategy. The Committee has therefore appointed Mrs X as the SPO Head, who will be reporting
to Mr Y, Director: Strategy. He/she will be responsible for building the SPO function and will be
regularly reporting progress to the Executive Committee. Please provide your full support to X.
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The Hub and Spoke Model

Organisation
Portfolio Office
(permanent)

• Primary strategy support
•

Primary prioritisation

•

Benefits

•

Management dashboards

Centre of
Excellence
• Standards
• Training

Hub Portfolio
Office

Hub Portfolio
Office

Hub Portfolio
Office

• Coaching

(permanent)

(permanent)

(permanent)

• Assurance
• Good practice

•

Secondary strategy support
and prioritisation

•

Reporting

• Knowledge
management

•

Planning

• Tools

•

Assurance

•

Tailored Standards

•

Flexible resource pool

Programme
Office(s)

Project
Office(s)

(temporary setup to
support specific
initiative

(temporary setup to
support specific
initiative

• Consultancy

The Hub and Spoke model is typically implemented for large organisations and includes multiple, decentralised
permanent hub portfolio offices designed to service specific divisions and service centres
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Group Strategic Projects
End-State Organisation Structure
Director:
Strategy

Group Executive:
Strategic Projects

Hub Portfolio
Office

Hub Portfolio
Office

Hub Portfolio
Office

Portfolio
Manager
Division A

Portfolio
Manager
Division B

Portfolio
Manager
Division C

Project
Manager

Project
Manager

Project
Manager

Project
Administrator

Project
Administrator

Project
Administrator

Centre of Excellence

Project Office
Manager

Financial
Analyst

Project
Specialists

Finance
Manager

Portfolio
Analyst

Risk Officer

Resource
Portfolio
Manager

• Business Analysts moved back into business, where appropriate
• Project Managers were seconded to projects and reported to Project
Executives/ Sponsors for duration of the project

SPO
Administrator
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Key Success Factors for establishing a
successful and ‘fit for purpose’ SPO


The SPO should have a documented mandate that is publicly communicated



The SPO should report into a Senior Executive/Director that can champion
Project, Programme, Portfolio Management (P3M) at the Executive
Committee/Board of Directors



The SPO should have effective relationships with the corporate functions /service
departments of the organisation (Finance, Human Resources, Information
Technology)



The SPO should incorporate centralised and decentralised components, where
appropriate and relevant



The SPO should leverage existing governance, processes and capabilities and
ensure effective integration and alignment across the organisation



The SPO should provide principle-based methodologies, standards, processes &
policies for P3M that allows for agility and flexibility in execution



The SPO should enable ‘management by exception’ through effective control &
assurance



The SPO should be responsive to the changing needs of the organisation
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